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Although Economics is necessarily involved in both Town Planning
and Country Planning, it is proposed within this. fairly general topic
to deal with the relationship between Economics and Planning in
urban areas as opposed to the more widespread relationship between
Economics and Town and Country Planning.

Three discip,lines unite where Town Planning is· most e:ffective. The
Law provides, the necessary procedures., regulations and sanctions.
Economics provides the basis s,pecifically financial, and generally in
economic principles, e.g. cost/benefit analysis" for decisions on zoning
and on the needs, of the community as a whole. Architecture and
related principl,e's provide as, aesthetic an environment as space and
finance permit, and are, responsible for the final visual product of the
requirements of the other two disciplines. It is the resultant product
of all three which the general public adores or abhores, yet any adora
tion or abhorrence is directed towards th,e architects, planners or "city
fathers'" and councillors involve:d in any particular project. To take
a local examp'le, many people abbor Auckland's new windo'wless
and sterile Public Library, while admiring the result of restoration
of the, Art Gallery building, formerly the home of the Public Library.

F. Stuart Chaplain Jr, states: 1

The eoonomi,cs, olf the· urban land use pattern begin with forces exte'nding
far beyond the immediate environs of any particular urban centre (sic)
of intere:st, and involve considerations of the structure and functioning
of the urbani economy ,as .it fits into the larger economy of the region

l'Urban Land Use Planning', (2nd edition), University of Illinois Press',
U1"bana, 19'65, 7.
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and the nati'on. Implicit in this way of approa~hing the eoonomic basis
of l,and use is a rationale :that both the localized a,nd regional forces
interact to shape the urban land use p1atltern, or, more specifically, that
external £orees affectin:g the make-up and vitality of the economy act
upon internally focussed processes of the urban land market to determine
the I:ocation of urban functions of the land. To an important degree these
regional forces, inftuenc·e how ,muchand at what· rate' land goes into
dervelopmenit.

In the case of .our cities, those schemes, and projects which would
most luxuriously serve the community, e.g. fully self-contained
pensioner flats, better teaching facilities in all schools, greater recrea
tional and reserve s,pace, are: just not possible because of frequent
lack of financ'e~. In this· respect the· economy, or finance available, is
not sufficient to meet such needs. As a result economics, which is
more: or less the best method of managing and available finance,
must play a great part in limiting social projects, while providing the
best possible solution to meet the needs of the community. The use
of roads will serve as an example.

In order to determine: the priorities of road-building within a
budget, it is necessary to take traffic-counter recordings, taking the
average hourly load over a certain point over a certain period of
time'. It would.be outside the financial capabilities of most established
towns and cities to plan and cater for peak-hour traffic. Therefore
the requirements are worked out, with finance in mind, for a specified
hour when reasonably dense traffic will be able to flow fairly freely.
Peak-hour traffic may be 4.30 p.m. - 5.30 p.m. on a Friday. It would
be uneconomic to cater for this hour's traffic. The same roads. would
;hardly be used 4.30 - 5.30 p.m. on a Sunday evening. Similarly it
would be ludicrous to plan for that hour alone. For perfect economics
it is necessary that some discomfort be caused at peak hours, and
that some· wastage be, experienced at lull-hours. The economist must
balance the economics· of the situation and aim for as far above: the
ave'rage load of the highway as he can afford.

Similarly, it would be' uneconomic to have no pollution whatever.
To cut out all forms of industrial pollution would be to drastically
reduce industrial output; in fact, it would wipe out industry com
pletely. Such an outcom.e would lead to a great drop in health,
general living standards, and employment opportunities. Therefore,
pollution must also be: controlled sensibly and economically. To
expect manufacturers and factory owners to install costly. filters and
other anti-pollution measures·, which may be so expensive as to have
them cease business, would be false e;conomics.

There does appear to be a distinction between private and public
economics fro:m the· financial viewpoint, but in both cases, it appears
that. town planning principles will not be sacrificed. Whereas the
private~ developer appears, to have access to sufficient finance yet
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may not be able to obtain the requisite permission to build, the local
body is traditionally scraping the bottom 'of the barrel for the finance
to meet requirements for public works and community welfare pro
jects, yetis vested with the status; and support to meet such needs
as· far as the community purse will allow. The dilemma for the
private investor is. whether or not to purchase land with the possibility
'of failing in his obtaining consent for his specified departure or
change of us,e applications, i.e. whether he makes "a big buck"2 or
just a "buck". ·The trilemma for the local body is: "Can we afford
it?"
"Should we attempt to meet all the· needs of the community and
achieve a below-average result?"
"Should we concentrate on s,pecific determined needs and make as
good a job as is possible with our limited resources?"

In a. New South Wales. Land and Valuation Court decision,
Hutcheson v. Ryde Municipal Council,3 which involved a planning
appeal in which permission was sought for the' construction of a
three.;.storey block of flats, Else-Mitchell, J., stated:

No doubt there is· . . • a demand for flats and forr. sites in the locality on
which flats, can be erected, but this does not mean that oon'sen,t should
be ;granted, for ther purpose of planning is to control development con
trary to thOse economic pressures and incentives wbi~h would otherwise
dictate the natoce of building devel'opment in any locaHty.

In· F.J.S.I. Investments Pty Ltd. v. Woolahra Municipal Council' it
was held:

Except where land is sterilised I do not think that economic faotots are
of much moment. . . . The requiJremen;tg of 'sound planning sbould not
be ditto·rted 'simply to avoid financial loss ·to an o,wner who has paid
too high a price foil" land, let alone ensure .that he makes a larger profit
from his development plans. Indeed, it is the desire to·· obtain a maximum
profit from a venture by insisHng on fuU development of. a site which
s:o often results in bad planning and oonsequentand irreparable injury
to, the future ameni.ty of the: neighbourhood.

The question a~ses here whether or not such schemes as, the building
of much needed accommodation should be vetoed for the sake of
strict adherence to town planning principles. In re~1ity the .. purposes
of .. the community are best served by the compromise between private
investment interests on the one hand and town planning principles
on the other, by allowing uses· which do not conform, yet restricting
them by the use of conditions, e.g. under section 28C: (3) of the Town
and Country Planning Act, 1953:

The Council ~ . . in' allowing the applicartion may j,mpose· such conditions,
restrictions" and proh.ibitions as it thinks fit. . -

2 Lucifer, -Stragety' (sic) is the way you make a .big buck', T.P.Q.Dec. '66.·8.
3The Town Planning and Local Government Guide, .Vol. 15 <.969-1970)

para. 357, 136. (Feb. 1970). G·ifford, K. 00., Law Book Co. of Australia.
'The Local Government Reports of Australia. Vol. 17, 141.
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Often the private investot is in a better financial position to provide
for some of the community needs, especially with regard to accom
modation, both of indigenous population and for visitors and tourists
(per motels' and hotels) that the council itself, which can then use its
resources in the essential fields of health, welfare, education, efficient
transport systems and recreation facilities. To achieve a co,mpromise
which is· ·effective for all concerned is to face reality. To adhere
strictly to traditional town planning. principles is to de.prive some
developer of his profits while dep'riving a section of th,e' community
of much-needed accommodation, which the council itself may not
have the! means, to provide.

The statute governing this branch of the law must needs be
flexible, a condition which the Town and Country Planning Act,
1953, achieves in part and fails in others. An example of the allow
ances made for flexibility in this field is section 28C (3A):

In aUo,wing or refusing the application, the council sball have regard to
(a) the suitability of the site '£or the proposed use detennined by refer..

ence to the provisions of the operative district sche,me and;
(b) the likely effect of the p1'loposed use on the existing and foreseeable

future· amenities of the nei~bbourhood, and on the .health, safety,
con:venieoce, and the ecortomic and general welfare of the inhabitants
of the district.

The dilemma of the planner in this respect is well described by
Alan Altshuler in "The City Planning Process"9

6 dealing mainly with
traffic problems:

Crowded traffic aIter-ies were not caused by people drivin,g randomly
through the city, but by trips: desi,gn,ed to accomplish particular purposes.
The conce'ntration of economic, social, or other facilities on a particular
s,treet or a palrticular comer was a· factor thalt generated theoongestion.
Most tripS! were, from the driver's poin:t..of-wew, economic in purpose••..
Bc'onom1cally generated traffic tended ,to co:ncentrate at places of employ
mentand at retaitl cen,ters, (sic), which together ·occupied only .one eighth
of the Twin Cides proper. and a much s,maHet area of the metropolitan
area._· Highway engineers caned such places, where people habi,tually
congregated in large numbe'fS, "maj.or traffic generators". The efforts
to widen streets. by tearing down, buUdin'g& adjacent. to these generators
had the effect of destroying these ge:nerators to provide room for street
widenio'g-which was like tossing out all the merchandise in· a store to
make room for a maximum number of customers.

The principal dilemma facing town planners has been covered above.
It is nowpropo-sed to examine the more specific relationship between
economics and town· and ·country pla.nning. N. J. ·.Williamson states':'

The traditional .land market mechanism bas, in the pa$t, been accepted
as the. best we have know,n to perform the intRcatejob of allocation
of land' to the most produotive· uses" although it has been' recognised

5 N,ot necessarily an individual; perhaps an investment company Ott" similar
group of investors formed ,to invest .in IprOperty as a safe investment.

• Comel1 University Press, Ithaca & London" 4th ed. (1969)-VaUey Offset,
Inc., at p. 20.

'1 ·EconOmic Aspects of Town Planning and Land Values! 1969, Dissertation
for Dip. T.P.; t
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that its unfettered use may result in patterns of development where the
social oos,ts outweigh the private gains.

Professor R. U. RatcIifIS maintains that the outgrowth of the market
process of competitive bidding for sites among, potential users of
land is an orderly pattern of land use spatially organised to perform
most efficiently the economic functions that characterise urban life.
This economic assumption centres upon the theories of the perfect
market and perfect competition. A perfect market is one where
similar goods, are sold at the same price (with due allowances, for
transport costs), where buyers and sellers are aware of what is
happening throughout the market and are, liable to buy and sell in
any part of it. For this state~ to be in existence there: must be perfect
competition which involves an absence of monopoly on both supply
and demand sides, and no governmental interference by price control,
ratigning or other device'. According to Professor Ratcliff, in perfect
market natural zoning would result. Land users of similar or comple
mentary character would normally group themselves with maximum
benefit to the property owners and to the community. ,He states: 910

The peRect land market would produce a pattern of land uses in the
com:munity which would result in. the minimum 'aggregate of land value
for the entire! community. The most oonvenient aua\ngement results in
the, lowest aggrega1te transportation costs, the advantage,s, ,of the more
conveni,ent sites are reduced.

Williamson suggests that the perfect market is, in fact, fallacy,
albeit a desirable one. It is also one of the reasons, why town
planning exists,.

Is the failure of pure economic theory the basis for the existence
of theT'own Planning "discipline"'? Ratcliff believes that good
planning, by increasing accessibility and including greater fluidity of
population, diminishes the scarcity value of choice locations and
hence reduces. the rent they can co'mmand. It is submitted that
socio-economic factors and the gregariousness of persons in various
social and econo'mic "classes" combined with historically poor or
non-existent town planning is another reason which raises rents. For
example. in the Auckland Metropolitan area, geographically desirable
areaSi' (from. view and location points of vie,w) such as the heights
around Mission Bay and St Heliers and the h1eights around Ponsonby
demonstrate th,e anomalies of 'the land market. In the latter, the
non-existence of Town Planning in the early days produced a maze
of housesl on tiny sections" planned only by their simplicity of style,
which can now most accurately be: described as slums. In the former,

8 'Urban Land Economics'-McGraw Hill, Book Co., N.Y.
9 Ibid. 385; vide WH!iamson at p. 1.

10 For a oomparative study of private-public m~or transport, vide Frederick
A. Dahms-'The lourney to work in Auckland', T.P.Q. June '68, 14.
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a fairly tightly controlled resid:ential building programme combined
with good amenities and an influx of social and bourgeois "desir
ables" has, made the: rent range between the' two ludicrously dis
proportionate when one considers that the only real advantage of the
richer a.re:as, disregarding the,ir sociol-economic fac:tors, is: the better
recreational and cultural amenities provided by controlled and
thoughtful planning. Town Planning, then, is the tool that could
properly proportion land market values in geographically similar
areas, while maintaining efficiency in public amenities and transport
ation requirements.

Ratcliff states:
The perfect oity plan is that which oreaites the lowest tota:l of land values,
for thi's a reflection of basic efficiency.

He maintains that the basic objective, of city planning is to obtain
the .same land use pattern that would emerge naturally from the
process of the urban Real Estate market under conditions of perfect
competition. Ratcliff's vie,w is but one of several in the context of
the place of land market value: in planning. The. Metropolitan
Association of Real Estate Boards, New York, in its, critical analysis
of the plan for rezoning New York in 1951 states: 11

. • . if the, price s~stem is not doing it (puttin'g land to its, highes,t and
best use) is that not evidence that we in the aggregate do not w'ant
it done?

c. F. Wendt, an economist, states: 12

It is believed that the inclusion or excluSJion of a particular kind of shop
should not be decided by planners, but rather by the economics of the
particular s,ituation. . . .. Ob¥iously those which are needed will survive
while! those, £or which· 'there is! little demand win be forced to go
elsewhere'.

This is, all very well if one looks only as far as, commercial and
industrial uses, but what of educational, health, recreational, private
residential and general welfare uses. These may not be demanded
by the economics of an.y particular situation. For example, if the
best or only site available, for a school or library falls where a
factory (if a non-conforming existing use) exists, then which should
survive? That wbichearns a priva.te, investor his, fortune, or that
which will se,rve vital community needs the better? One would have
to balance the qualities of the situation~e.g. the benefits of educa
tion as opposed to employment coupled with individual fortune
seeking-to arrive at a result.

Brian Anstey in "The Distribution Pattern of Land Values", which

11 Ibid. 386,.
12 'The TheorY' of Urban Land Values', 33 L'and EconOIDiic Joumal, (1959) 288.
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is a study of certain changes in land value in the London area,
states: 13

It (Planmn·g) seems likely to serve the community best where it $leeks
no less to discover the natural pattern and the inherent value and to
release and foster these, than where it seeks to prevent ,the bad USle or
restrict the over-use. The market value is a pain,ter to the community
value, oot to be 'sla.vishly followed but not to be despised.

Williamson states: U

The well known theorem that if a perfectly balanced competitive market
is left to its own devices without interference, it will eventually settle
down to astable equilibrium, a.s well as requiring a perfectly competitive
market also maintains that welfare will be maximised when equilibrium
between demand and supply has been reached. . . . The market may be
described as a rationalising force producing a framework which may be
suitable: to use in structuring· 'a land use poncy as it does set standards
and economic rerm,s. Whether those economic standards should be
adopted by 'Plannin,g' which seeks to maximise the general welfare (not
necessarily carryin,g economic connotlaltlions) is another question.

Sections 3 and 18 of the Town and Country Planning Act, 1953,
generally (in the, former) and specifically (in the latter) outline the
purpose of the legislation with regard to (i) regional schemes, which
includes the First Schedule, and relates, to uses, of general regional
significance; and (ii) district sche'mes, which states the, general purpose
of the district scheme:

. . . the developInent of the area to which it relates (including,· where
necessary, the ·replatoning and reconstruction of any area thereio :that is
al~re,atdy been subdivided and built on) in such a way as will mosteffec
tively tend to promote and safegua~d the health, safety and convenience,
and the eoonomic and general welfare' of the inbabitalDts, and the amenities
of every part of the area.

It is submitted that becaus,e the perfect market is perhaps a happy
fiction, and. because of the purpose of planning. outlined by the legis
lation above, the economics should only enter the field of town
planning where, cost/benefit analysis and other such statistical analy
sis is. required by the. local council and planners to work out .. the
most. efficient way of· accomplishing a planning purpose within' the
available financial Iimitations.15

The maximisation of general welfare and not a state of perfect
competition betwe:en commercial and industrial interests should be
the goal of· town planning.. Econonllcs, therefore, is of value to town
planning but should be the planner's servant, not his master.

Williamson· in his .chapter on the "Economic Objectives 01 Plan
ning"16 lists the views of some eminent economists on the· relevance

13 1950-1964, p. 39,.........being the report o,f lthe proceedings ,of a colloquium
held in London on 13th-14th March, 1965, under the auspices of the Action
Society Trust-Peter Hall ed.--sweet & Maxweli, N.Z.

U Ibid. p. 2.
15 vide supra for discussion on this~ point.
18 Ibid. 6."
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and use' of economics in town planning. D. J. ReynoldsU' of the
Institute of Economic Affairs Ltd, London sees, the; economic system
as a 'means of expressing the wants of consumers and reconciling
them witJ1 the: scarcity of resources available for their satisfaction.
J. K. Galbraith, an eminent American economist, maintains that the
economics system expresses not the wants of the consumer, b'ut the
wants of the producer who gears the cons,umer to products through
intense advertising. This is an expression of the state of the Capitalist
Economy, which, in terms used by Professor W. W. Rostow,18 Pro
fessor of Economic History, Massachusetts, Institute of Technology,
has reached the age of mass-consumption brought about by an
economic mechanism ,called circular or cumulative causation.II
Reynolds' 'aim is to apply economics to the problems, of the physical
environment now and in the future, so as to maximise human welfare.
An immediate consequence of this aim is that all valuations are
ultimately expressed in terms of human prfeerences and choices,
rather than by vaguer and more mystical ideas of valuet of which
the most frequently encountered is "the public interest". He states: 20

Altboughthis ,objective emphasises:-the importance of economics in plan
nin& it is ,not therefore. suggested tha:t ecoD'omic efficlellClY is the end of
all human,' endeavour. The highest goal must be conceived assometbing
like human welfare, or 't~ ,~ life'. Economics is merely a means by
which it ,may be achieved, it is not an end in i:ts~lf.

To an economist the aim of sections 3 and 18 of the Town and
Country Planning Act is equated with the most efficie·ntuse of re
sources. He considers it 'part of the plannerts business to see that
values are maintained. The use to which land is put is very important.
If it is used in a suitable way, this would, increase efficiency b,ut if
it is used in an unsuitable way this would prevent the release of the
real value of land.

The Relationship between Town Planning and Land Values21

can be used as a measurement of efficiency for judging a. course of
action or situation.

Land Values arise because there are competing uses for given s'ites. This
competition is inherent in an economic socie,ty...• According to, D. J.
Reynolds (supra), the significant question of how far land values are
important as, an objective in planning is answered simply by reason o:f

17 'Economics, Town Planning and .Traffic'-Institute of Economic Affairs Ltd.,
London, Oh. 1.. "

18 'Stages of Economic Growth'-CambJidge Universitty Press.
19 This economic principle maintains that <there is a Orcular or Oumulative

process. con,tinuoU&ly pressing le:vels downward, or raising ,levels upward, in
which one. negative or positive fa,ctor is, at the same time, both' cause and
effeCt of the 'other factors.

tit Ibid. l-
21 In economics 'value' is sometimes used to mean 'exchange valIne', and some

times to mean 'utility' or 'value in use'. Per Williamson, the- context of
exchange value' is inferred.
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22 Ibid 18,-excerpted from Reynolds. (supra) Ch. 3, 53.
:ri Ibid 19.
26 'Aspects of Land Economics'-Estate Gazette' Ltd., London.
IS e.g. rezoning, designations.
26 'Expert Comm';ttee on Compensation and Betterment'-Uthwatt, L. J.-

cmd'. 6386, (1942).
f1 At p. 1.5, para. 26.
28 Ope cit. 246.
29 Ibid.
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(a). the power to allocate or zone land for p'articular uses;
(b) the, power to restrict changes in the use of buildings;
(c) the power to restrict the intensity of land use;
are, known as "Negative Control Measures", all seeking to regulate
the supply side of the market mechanism. Williamson suggests that: so

... most zoning contvols have el'ements of e.conomic irra1ttonaHty because
zoning laws are local and deal with m,icro-eoonomics, and because
,economic rela,uoo.ships be,tween the size and shape of huHdiDIS and the
size and sha.pe of sites, are not yelt well understood. Another factor is
that continuing changes in transport, consumer preferences and coug,truc
!ion technology make' for rapid obsolescence of those few facts we
already possess.

In concluding, Williamson states,: 31

Land use' controls, such as zoning and density restrictions also contain
elements of economic irrationality. Because of their nature, such mea
sures cannot be :applied [equitably and may penalise some land owners
while: favouring others.

This consideration does not ap'ply to the speculator or big investor.
who is likely to know of any impeding decisions involving' his
property, but to the: home-owner who establishes a home' in the hope
that he will one day be able to sell at a profit and buy some thing
a bit better.
Williamson declares: 32

Zonitng does, not oreate value, but it in;terferes with tthe operation of the
market and ,to this extent it operates, as a locater(s,ic). If used conrect1y
ilt can enabJe' a planner to promote suitable development in accordance
with his plan, but only if it is us!ed r.ationally and lin aecord Wli,th market
influences..... Oost/bene:fit 'sltudies present another rational ecooomic tool
which can be useful to planning. In order to operate this quantative (sic)
,techrtique successfuHy the e:thicaloonsideration of what constitutes a
cost and a benefit, and' where the margin for a statisticalanalys,is is to
be dioo.:wn, must first be determined. C:os,t/benefit analysis is a v,aluable
technique which may be used to give planning actliou economic rationality,
but it is not to' be slavishly adhered to for determining a course of action.
As yet· a suitable technique has to be devis'ed for measuring welfare in
monetary tenns and until this, is done plann.ers must use the teclmique
with caution.

Cost/ Benefit Analysis

Cost/benefit studies on final· plans and proposals are. used to
facilitate the selection of the most worthwhile among alternative
investments and policies. Such calculations seek to establish the
advantages and relative cost of one scheme and the benefits accruing
to the community from its, undertaking. over. the costs, and benefits
involved in an alternative sche,me or schemes.

03 Ibid 27.
31 Ibid 44.
32 Idem.
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To date the planning profession has not developed a method for identify
ing and comparing benefits and costs in relation to the operation of
'planning', mainly because opportunities to assess an opened situation
rarely exists. It is easy enough to assess costs and benefiu arising out
of specific projects such a·s the construction of a ,road or bridget but to
determine what the benefits are from the operation of an exercise as
diffuse as planning, has so far been beyond the capabilities of planners
or eoooomists.33

It is submitted that such a result is predictable from cost/bene·fit
analysis because of the inaccuracy of predicting ever-escalating costs
and attempting to put a value on such abstracts as community welfare,
although actual need may be easier to specify. "N,eed" is apparent.
"Desirable amenities" are covert and less easily definable as to cost
and selection. They may be looked upon almost as community
luxuries.

,Problems arise where it is sought to reduce benefits to monetary
terms in order to define their value. ,Other difficulties are the drawing
of an arbitrary time scale over which to measure the benefits, know
ing' how to handle the increased complexity when s,everal projects
are being studied and the variables are casually related. Williamson
states :3'

Cost/benefit studies can measure the financial consequences,of a course
of action by equating the oos.ts. For example, economists .can :tell what
the cost would be in preserving ·a source of mineral wealth from produc
tion by measuring. the value of the production, foregone, but the ethical
question ,of making a decision to presenre the resources to protect an
ecological system must be mad~ onanothel' basis, usually a value judge
ment originatJing in ,the metaphysicail realm (sic). Cost/benefit analysis
is a valuable technique which may be used to give planning action
economic rationality, but it is not to be slavishly adhered to for determin
ing a· course of acti'on. Unless welfare costs and benefi,ts can in some
way be measured in monetary terms, the technique can only be used
in an inductive way to jusdfy an existing situation or to fuNher the aims
of... a sector of ,the economy seeking to maximise SOOle economic system.

The defillition,. purpose and aims of cost/benefit analysis are estab
lished in terms somewhat more suited to the layman's ear by J. T.
Ward in an article,85 HCost / Benefit Analysis for Town and Country
Planning". After pointing out that the free market system of property
value does not work, Le. it results in a socially· unacceptable land
use pattern t Ward explains: 36

The .private developer is interested in his oWln balance sheett and doe3
not take into account the impact of his· development in,· the fonD. of costs
which he doe:s. not have to· compensate, nor benefits for which he cannot
charge. Theiand market works impetfectly in ,the private sector and
aardly at aU in the public sector where the provision of schools, open
space and other social amenitties lies outside the price nexus. Hence
the need for the community to, exercise some measure of con~rol over
the functioning of the property market. . . .

331bid 10.
M Ibid. 11.
as T..P.Q. Maroh '66, 20.
sa Idem.
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andS7

A ,major difficulty in applying traditiona·) economic concepts to land use
planning is that many of the costs and benefits involved in development
are not subject to the U&ual procedures of price formation and so are
not amenable to the normal criterion of profit maximisation (or cost
minimisation). Cost/benefi1t analySlishas evolved as 8J technique which
is applicable to projects where such 'extra-marke,t' forcc& are of major
significance'; it lis particularly appropriate therefore to (sic) analysing
schemes for public investment, or private schemes which have widespread
sooial implications and are subject to regulation. This form of aoalyri.
has been extensively applied in American studies of water resource
development38 and of highway constructi'on, and, more recen,tly, to many
other aspeots of public expenditure.39 It is interesting to note that it has
aJso received considecable attention in Russia where the lack of a free
market mechanism precludes the use of the traditional criterion in west
ern countries.

He sugg.ests the following framework40 for a cost/benefit analysis of
a development. Reasons of space do not permit anything but the
skeletal framework:

(i) Recognition of the point of view from which the study is made.
(ii) Definition of the development plan.
(iii) Consideration of all feasible alternatives.
(iv) A detailed economic, analysis of the plan including a review of

intangibles.
(v) Policy recommendation and decision.

By selecting a number of alternative plans and calculating the
respective advantages of benefits received and costs incurred, coupled
with common sense', discretion and sound planning principles•... it
should be possible to arrive at the best planning decision by e,m
ploying the above-outlined method. There is no reason why such a
method could not be applied to lesser local council schemes. e.g. a
library, as well as larger regional schemes, such as the planning of a
motorway. Ward provides an example in the costIbenefits of the
Lyttelton Road Tunnel as opposed to the use of the Sumner Road.
and then looksUat intangibles which are difficult to assess in this
way:

Much progreSlS has ,been made in recent years in ev,olving ingenious
methods of measuring what were £'ormally regarded as intangibles; an
example is a measure of the costs of accidents thr.ough assessment of
expenses of hospital treatment, loss of productive wort etc.. altbouah
the humanl sufferinlg involved must Sltill remain outside these material
scales. In cases where quantitative measurement is still not feasible.
however, intan1giblelscan be included in the f,ormal analysis lin an indirect

87 Quoting Nemidinov, V.S., 'The .Use of Ma'thematics in Economicl-A. Nove
ed.--oliver & Boyd, Edinburgh (1951).

S8 J. V. Kmtrilla & Ecks,te,in, 'Multiple Purpose River Development'-Hopkins.
Baltimore, 1958.

39 R. M. McKean, 'Efficiency in .Government Through Systems A.nalysis,
publications & Operotions Research', No.3, Rand Corpn., W}f,ley, N.Y., 1958.

'" Ibid 21.'1 Ibid 23.
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way that helps to make the decision more rational. For example, it
may. be possible. to put a value on the aesthetic pleasure afforded by a
comer ;of Hagley Park, but a comparison of alternative proposals would
make' it m1aybe (Sfic) impossible ,to 'Put a value on the aesthetic value of
the mororway· through thalt corner. The cost of preserving scenic beauty
can in thi'S way be .made explicit.

Cost/benefit analysis can be distorted on the cost scale by the
element of time-e.g. rising prices in construction and land values.
Even so, such analysis is a valuable tool as a basis for making
decisions, the final decision, naturally being based on judgement.
Ward suggests42

'S that its use: could b'e more widespread and that it
could well provide the analytical basis for broader and more con
structive planning than we have experienced in the past.

M. H. Pritchard during a seminar,44. "COst / Benefit Analysis in
Project Evaluation", presented a paper entitled "Some Implications
of Economic Factors on Land USie Planning" in which he admonished
planners for not making the best use of available economic methods
and also pointed out the restrictive nature of some of the Town
Planning legislation.

He firstly demanded that Planning had a noticeable bias toward
the physical aspects of the environment. He stated:

Town Planning is often divided into economic, soci,al and physical areas
to· the overall detriment of ·planning., in the past at leaSlt, because of tlhe
tremendous emphasis on phys,ical planning. For example~. even where
planning has been undertaken for the· higheSit social or economio reasons
~e has been a great concern, both in New Zealand and elsewhere,
,to further thes,e aims by legis'lating for the control ,of, the physical con
stituents of the city ,or town, the roads" parks, or the bulk and locau'on of
buildin,gs" because these are 'easies.t' to control.

A more specific example within the definition of physical plannnig
would· be the one where a predominantly social and economic prob
lem, such as "slum" housing, is: "so'lved'" by redeveloping the: physic
ally decayed· areas, of cities with better structur.e:s. Thisl type of policy
not only shifts the' cause of the ploble.m else,where, it even affects
the economics, of the solution becaus·e the gain in housing stock will
have to be offset against the accelerated depreciation of housing else
where in the' city.

It would not be unjust in this and similar situations to say: "The
plan of one·· generation becomes the social problem of the next",45 or
"today's 'bene:fit" becomes tomorrow's 'cost'." He points, out the
relevance and benefits of cost/benefit analysis and then deals with
the rel~vance of economics as a whole to town planning legislation.

4? Ibid 25.
L!l One should keep in mind that this article was written in 1966.
"Pres.ented a'tthe University of WaikJaro, November, 196,7.
'W. Peterson-'On Some Meanings of Planning', American Institute of

Planners Journal, May, 1966, 140.
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Looking at section 18 of the Town and Country Planning Act, 1953,
he states:

It 'could ,be claimed ,that this, (sI8) is of no more help in: deciding what
factors are to be considered in assessin.g ,a proposed work than such
high-sounding phrases as 'to the: greateSlt good' or 'the most economic
use of l,and'. . . . Howeve,r the draft scheme included in the regulC1Juons
(1960) is· much more spec1ific and there;fore potentially of greater help:
'Future' buildingi in the districit wiH be so directed as:-
(a) To a¥oid the indiSCf,iminate mixture of incompatible uses;
(b) To economize in the 8e.rvicing of the district;
(c) To maintain the s,tabilityof ind,ividual property ~alues;

(d) To maintain and provide amenities appropriate to every locality; and
(e) So far as is practioable to avoid the encroachment of urban uses upon

land of high actual or potential value for the. production of food.
These objec,tives shall be secured as fa!" aSI is possible by allocating
particular areas or zones for compatible uses of land and buildings, by
grouping future buildings and other development in· the approptti'wte zone,
and in some cases by securing compatability byimposin.g speciC1Jloon
ditions.... Itt would no·t be sitretcbing ,the intention of the legislation
to m.ake the :as.sumption th~t by 'eoonomio and general. welfare'is meant
'the greates!t bene.fit 'at the lle,8/st cost itO. the oommuni,ty'.

Dealing with property values as a measure of success, Pritchard
summarises the, explanation of the. pattern. of land uses in urban areas
as follows:

(a) :the .functional interdependence of certain aotivi,ties;
(b) the profitability of olustering through t1he sharing of oommon or

public faciliQes;
(e) the need £o'r sepam.te facilities such as aport;
(d) prestige value. from the right address;
(e) slimilar :re,ntpaying abili1ty, which equates with space requirements;
(f)miscellaneous .factors· such as inertia, historic accidentt or physical

difficulties of thesite.48

Pritchard concludes~9 that at present (then 1968):
... we have only the crudest techniques in use to an1a1yse the land use
activiti,es that are oarnied on in urban 'areas. We only know in: general
terms a few of the charaoteristics generated by land use activities, and
we are in no way certain whether ·these a;re economically desimble or
undesil'1able from a planning point of view. . . .. What should be clear
is that 'Some economic aspects that ·at pre1sent we know little about (sic)
could be i,mmensely important in producing improvements in the theory
o,f .the subject, and, becaruse of this, those thing.s which planners have
considered in the paSft and which have £onn·ed the basis for cost/benefit
analysis for v:ariouspublic works, may be far less important in ·the next
few years.

Conclusion

It is hoped that the above treatment of some: aspects of the ways
in which Economics can bel of use to T'own Planning demonstrates
that it cannot be disregarded as a force and as a basis, for decisio'n-

16 T.P.Q. Septe:mber '66, 14 at 15.
47 Ibid. pp. 16-17.
~s Excerpted fJ.'lom D. H. D'aV'ies, 'Land Use in Central Cape Town', Lonsmans,

S.A., 1965.
'9 Ibid· 18.
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making. The treatment of the economic aspects have not been
exhaustive.50 but those aspects omitted were left out for reasons of
space rather than that they do not warrant close consideraion.

By explaining fairly fully the important theories of price and value,
efficiency, and cost/benefit analysis and the faults of the perfect
market and perfect competition expectations, it is hoped that it has
been shown that the use of economics by town (and country) planners
is essential and of substantial importance to the subject of Town
Planning as a whole. It is~ submitted that it is desirable that Town
Planning remain ftexible61 to allow a balanced urban environment
while maintaining rigid principles against the unfettered development
of ·a free enterprise market.

The main thesis of this paper is to show that without the disciplines
of economics to advise it and law to control it, planning cannot hope
to survive in the future when po'pulation and commercial and indus
trial growth will have: to be provided for and when the evils of slums.,
pollution and their related problems will manifest themselves even
more forcefully upon the urbanenvironme·nt. ,Similarly, without he
survival of planning, it is doubtful whether cities will be able to
survive.

Finally, it is· submitted that to attain and. maintain a maximisation
of general welfare: for the urb,an community, the disciplines of law,
economics and planning must re·main intertwined in the field of
Town and Country Planning each to be studied, understood, aided
and used to the best advantage by others. Obviously, in some cases,
it may be impossible to obtain optimum economics· in a metropolitan
environment subject to many other pressures and' a history of bad. or
.non-planning. It is to be further hoped that the' old idea that "this
generati.on's planning. is the next generation"s problems" can, to some
extent' be' proved unfounded.

50 I have not included such aspects as· compensation, betterment, supersession,
optimum growth and their relation to· specific areas of pl1anmn,g. For ,further
reading vide: E. D. Fraser, 'Does Optimum City Size Equal Decentralization?:
T.P.Q. Maroh '70, 18; June '70, 30; Dahm's 'Economics of the Public Trans
port System', T.P.Q. '70, 24; Duddin.g, I. H., 'Likely Increase in Motor
Vehicle Ownership', T.P.Q. March '69.

51 Vide C. van &k on the need for flexibility ,in Town. and Ooun.try Planning,
T.P.Q. March '70, 24; June '70, 30. vide ·also Fraser's article, op. cit.




